The blast occurred, told outlawed Irish Republican Army, claimed acknowledged code word, concrete onto lateM near the border with the Irish when 18 British soldiers were killed were admitted to hospitals. lost arms and legs in the prior, the Northern Ireland since August 1979, it was the worst terrorist attack in In London, an outraged victims prior to the explosion of a disco-bar. Some people who visited victims said the bomb contained an avalanche of a massacre without an extension of usage times for hall games. The vote marked a personal defeat on security to rubble, nothing to do with that, then I might go along with their decision. The vote marked a personal defeat on security to rubble, nothing to do with that, then I might go along with their decision. The vote marked a personal defeat on security to rubble, nothing to do with that, then I might go along with their decision. The vote marked a personal defeat on security to rubble, nothing to do with that, then I might go along with their decision.
The collection of Dr. Thomas A. Dooley, memorable, which has been on display in the Lafayette Student Center, was moved to the University Archives last Thursday. The collection, which included awards, gifts from his parishioners, and other items, he acquired in Southeast Asia, was transferred to the Archives in anticipation of the revamping of the first floor (of LaFortune). The collection was not related to the fact that he was aware of this, although he added that if he had known, he would have had it moved sooner to protect it from additional losses. Dooley, a Notre Dame graduate, is famous for his medical work in Southeast Asia.

Mostly cloudy today and cold with highs in the mid 30s. A 40 percent chance of light snow tonight. Cooler with lows in the upper teens to low 20s. Clearing tomorrow but continued cold with highs in the mid to upper 20s. - AP
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights denounced the Reagan administration's education policy yesterday, charging that it opposed school desegregation and that its opposition to separate and unequal public schools would make it difficult for the Justice Department to achieve school desegregation.
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WSND looking for donations

By RENE FOY
News Staff

WSND-FM's Summer fund campaign has begun again.

The station is asking for contributions from its audience in order to pay for the cost of keeping the station on the air over the three-week holiday. In return for donations, WSND will give away classical albums that will depend on the amount of the gift.

The University of Notre Dame gives WSND AM-FM a relatively large budget for the school year. This budget, however, can not be used during breaks or the summer.

As a result WSND which is not a commercial station, must get donations from the community and must appeal to major corporations to underwrite the costs of many of the special series that feature famous symphonies and opera companies. When WSND-FM decided to serve the community of south Bend as an educational station, they received a licence from the FCC in order to broadcast to the area. The licence requires the station to follow certain rules of operation which include broadcasting for 12 hours a day and for 565 days a year.

WSND-FM is not licensed with the FCC, which gives the station more freedom of operation times and content. In addition, the AM station is smaller and less expensive to run. Because it transmits only on campus, the station goes off the air during breaks.

The Summer Fund is used strictly for the times when WSND-FM is not able to use the budget provided by the University. It is not used for their AM affiliate.

WSND-FM has a volunteer staff of nearly 200 persons, but only eight paid full time positions. The staff that works over break, however, are paid. The station estimates that it will cost the station $5,000 to operate over Christmas break.

They are confident that they will reach their target through the Summer Fund if listeners are as generous as they have been in the past.

Zai seeks better U.S. relations

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Zia of Pakistan said today that his country and the United States have a friendship "strong enough to withstand differences of opinion" and told President Reagan: "You and I have an endurable despotism." Zia, who is on his second trip to the United States, visited the White House South Lawn, the Pakistan pavilion at the Expo '82 in Seville, Spain and the Afghan refugee camp near Karachi. Zia has also headed the 108,000 Soviet troops occupying Afghanistan and Pakistan's northern frontier.

Reagan said the United States believes the "friendship" will contribute to the tranquility and progress of the entire region.

Reagan said the United States is happy to help Pakistan deal with the nearly 5 million Afghan refugees it is now sheltering and with the causes of their decision to flee their country. The costs of caring for the refugees has risen to about $1 billion a year, for a total so far of about $3 billion.

Called 'critical' Seizures worsen Clark's condition

WASHINGTON (AP) - Artificial heart recipient Dr. Barney Clark was placed in the critical list today after he suffered seizures, a hospital spokesman said.

University of Utah Medical Center spokesman John Dwan said Clark's condition was downgraded from serious to critical after the seizures occurred at about 5:15 a.m. yesterday. Dwan said the seizures were controlled with sedatives and their cause is being investigated.

Doctors also were investigating what effect the seizures might have on Clark's recovery. Dwan said before the seizures Clark had spent a generally restful night. Dwan said on Monday, the 64-year-old retired dentist had been sitting at the side of his bed, doing mild exercise, listening to music and occasionally joking with nurses, hospital officials said.

Clark, who lost Thursday because the first person to receive a permanent artificial heart, is in his sixth day in the hospital's surgical intensive care unit.

Clark, from the Seattle area, had been listed in serious condition since Saturday.

He had been improving steadily and his condition had been expected to be upgraded in a few days, said Helen Kee, director of nursing. Compared to that of open heart surgery patients. Clark's recovery had been "about the same and better than some," said Linda Giamelli, head nurse of the surgical intensive care unit.
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I was a cold, damp, and drizzly night on the Notre Dame campus. The trees, bereft of their leaves, leaned eerily in the pale lamplight. My friend and I shielded as we started out walk across the North Quad, not knowing what lay ahead of us in the darkness. All we knew was that we had to do a job against all odds. Our mission: to investigate some of the Notre Dame food sales. Determined, we headed toward Lewis Hall, our first destination for the night. As we approached, we noticed Lewis loom in front of us out of the darkness. Not having Detex cards to get in, we huddled against the building until some kind soul opened the door. Having overcome that obstacle, we finally encountered it. The Food Sales. It was small, having only two girls and a cash box behind a table, and of course the main attractions. We carefully examined the contents of the room and found nothing terribly exciting; the usual junk food and junk food attempts at nutrition, granola clusters, granola, and fat free chips.

There were separate refrigerators for diet and regular pop (or soda, as my New York friend put it), costing 35 cents a can. The varieties ranged from limeade to pure apple juice and cocoa mix. The only warm food here, however, were bagels that could be put into a small toaster oven. In all, the small room resembled a small grocery store minus the cash register and sales personnel. Upon leaving, I decided to experiment and try a Nature Value Light and Crunchy, which I found to look something you'd dig out of the back of the box.

Leaving Lewis behind, we stepped out into the cold again and headed over to Walsh, our next stop. Walsh's food sales, which opened at 10 p.m., first gives the impression of a small, short order restaurant. Food orders are taken by a small window and the food is basically cooked up in front of you. This was much more elaborate and offered such delicacies as hot pretzels, popcorn, pizza muffins, toasted bagels, and English muffins. Being the adoring taters that we are, we ordered a pizza muffin, which as everyone knows is an English muffin with some tomato sauce poured over it and a little cheese stuck on top. They gave it to us cold and you are then expected to warm it up on your own. It seemed like no one had ever done this before, which we didn't discover until after it was eaten. Here, at least there was someone to sit in the small room. The usual junk food was also sold, with some pop being more expensive at 40 cents a can and 45 cents a bottle.

One last stop would be Farley, which was my personal favorite. It didn't have the variety of hot foods that Walsh did (it is in a way, barely had any), but what they did have was aranged better. Their store, which opened at 10, was in the back. Tues­day was baked goods at Farley and Sunday was fresh fruit day. Plus, as an added attraction, Farley had Eko Pies which you don't just find anywhere.

I decided that while I was at it, I should see what my own school, Saint Mary Hall, was up to in comparison to Notre Dame's food sales. The answer wasn't much. As far as we could tell, the Saint Mary's student body was the mid­night oil of the campus. If you could, at this time of night, be sponsored by the Junior class of 1981, you could get anything they had on hand. This was to avoid competition with the dining hall and the snack bar. The Saint Mary's food sales are only held on weekends and holidays, so you won't find just food around. They will sell candy canes, and other Christmas food sales, will undoubtedly be the main attractions. For the more exotic Mr. Bubb, however, you can't beat two­toned mints, or the homemade cranberry bars.

In order to call Godfather's or Domino's in order to have a hot pizza delivered to your door, because you're food sales delivers to all South Quad dorms.

For those who can't make it to the dining hall that night, a number of food sales like hot and cold deli and sandwich combo with ham and cheese, and hot and cold deli and garlic bread that can be eaten either hot or cold. Also, as the pizza sales is for students who can't afford to from the university, they offer a variety of foods, including pizza, bread, and vegetables. The variety includes chicken, turkey, and beef. Also, they offer a variety of pop as well as a wide variety of dessert items. And, of course, they offer pizza, which is one of a student's favorite treats.

As for the added 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. time. Because of tired, worked­over kitchen hands and un­written, bilateral treaties with the cafeteria, no pizzas will be made at this time, but cakes, candy and other food will be available. Pizza prices are $1.75 for a small, $2.50 for a double, and $3.50 for a third. Crumbs are free, as are the muffins.

During the week, the food sales will be open from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Monday through Thursday. After this time, they will be closed for the weekend. On Saturday, they will be open from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday.
Where are you, Prince Charming?

Sometimes I wonder if I am the only one.

It seems that we all do the same.

Maybe I am the only one.

I am more than a little over the age of fifteen. Maybe it's twelve now, or is it possible that it's eleven?

The age of disobedience is dwindling with the passage of every minute. In the matter of the half-life of that very

Closely element, I gather that the process is occurring much faster than my limited mind can fathom.

For all I know, five minutes ago children everywhere may have stopped believing at eleven years of age.

It is possible that thirty seconds ago, it was lowered to ten.

All along, doctors and psychologists have been saying that children, those days are maturing faster and at an earlier age. Wisdom comes with age as they say. More wisdom means a greater comprehension of the what life is all about. There seems to be a direct correlation between age and "sagacity.

Average age solids have passed beyond the days of bedtime stories and tallulahes. But, without much dif-

ficulty, they can remember the fairy tales of their youth.

The constant "Mommy, mommy, read me a story." The favorites seemed to come from the amased collect-

tion of hardcover picture books scattered about the floor. Of course, illustrated versions were the ones that they most insisted upon hearing. Snow White, Cinderella, "The Three Little Pigs and Mickey Mouse, the

brain children of the Disney era, were prized possess-

Those saddled with younger brothers and sisters and those brave teachers to be who have completed their suitable, professional course of study in the South Bend school system can probably recite from memory the pages number on which the wicked witch says, "Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who's the fairest of them all?"

The pieces are interwoven in our memories of childhood and the witch disguised as the beautiful queen presents a red apple and offers the delicate fruit to Snow White.

Because she was tired and并未 experience an extremely deep sleep, the fairy godmother who rescues Cinderella from the ashes and smoke of the hearth, sends her off to the wall, who's the fairest of them all.

"Deep love" is a telling album. I've seen a myriad of regrets in the way they felt that, their Prince Charming rose to their rescue. Dreams of the longevity of the relationship are dashed as they cradle the poisoned/degraded/sleeping girl and imagine the exquisite "potson" of salvation, a kiss or a glance from the one true soulmate.

Perhaps I am a product of my own environment, one in which the ideals proposed by fantasy were not recognized.

I can imagine at least twenty songs of the album to carry the meaning behind the highly figurative words. Of course, it is not possible that it's eleven.

I certainly hope not. I hope that I am at least one.

Get some relief. Your "Mum" the "Maiden Drover" is a bit harder-rocking than the previous curs,

but we don't have to stick it on if we don't want to.

The real situation says, "Love may be forever but we don't have to stick it on if we don't want to." Only princes and princesses fall in love and marry and live happily ever after.

Ah, the old good times.

As Darkness writer, some avid Lang Syne Fogelberg's lyrics describe how he accidentally runs into his old girlie friend in the grocery store. In the course of their conversation, they learn that she's married to an architect.

He gave her all the creature comforts of life, warmth and safety, but there was something mis-

She talked to her about the love that she had but didn't like.

I have always sensed a bit of regret in his words, the feeling that something had been different, would he married her rather than letting her go to her ar-

chitect?

Fantasy could have been part of reality but...

But what?

I am right.

Perhaps I am a product of my own environment, one in which the ideals proposed by fantasy were not ignored and allowed to fester. I've seen proof that a mar-

riage (or any relationshi t p, for that matter) can be all the rapacious ideals proposed by fantasy. Mind you, not all of them.

It seems that we all wonder if we are the only one. It seems that we all wonder if we are the only one. It seems that we all wonder if we are the only one.

I am right.

It is possible that thirty seconds ago, it was lowered to ten.

All along, doctors and psychologists have been saying that children, those days are maturing faster and at an earlier age. Wisdom comes with age as they say. More wisdom means a greater comprehension of the what life is all about. There seems to be a direct correlation between age and "sagacity.

Average age solids have passed beyond the days of bedtime stories and tallulahes. But, without much dif-
A modest proposal for the MX missile

Editorials

Robert Lloyd Snyder

Then Mid-Week

The face to the ideals by which our peace-loving founding fathers intended for this country to achieve greatness.

Opposition to the MX missile system in its "dunce pack" format comes from the desire of foreigners to see the natural and inevitable rise of the United States in its proper "number one" standing in the world's nuclear club.

Examine the so-called "populist" peace movements in Europe; the countries where they are most active -- West Germany, Holland and Belgium -- are all countries that would now have German as their first language if we had not intervened in World War II.

Finally, the Europeans have long been jealous of the American high standard of living, the illiberalism of the American democratic process, and other wonderful advantages of life in the US.

All one must do is compare the behavior of the populations of these nations with the supposed "lowest allies" -- and the civil behavior to those Latin American countries -- such as Brazil have had a president that was voted in the South. Their governments do not spend as much on programs that get votes for every American president who crosses Europe.

The opposition here in the United States has been led by a few renegade religious leaders who have obviously chosen to put aside all the teachings of the books of Deuteronomy and Leviticus, preferring instead to base their arguments on vague "humanity" and "morals" issues.

The cold, hard facts of the case show there is no question of where the United States resides in a balance of nuclear power -- "up or down" for the Soviet Union.

This isn't playing at the Soviet Union in actual numbers of launchers for strategic missiles and in the average "throw weight" of each missile. This means that each Soviet missile has the capability of, say, destroying not only South Bend, but also Nashville and Memphis, and the like.

At the approximate cost of only $1,000,000,000, a missile is the most cost-effective option to prevent world-wide Soviet aggression by the United States. The Soviet missiles are tested according to M100 is a test of damage and nearly doubles the throw weight of the current active American ICBMs.

The Reagan plan for "dunce pack" deploy

Kennedy makes noble choice to draw back

With apologies to Jonathan Swift and thanks to former President Kennedy, I believe that the communist-inspired "dunce pack" that will give the U.S. support to the sacrifice of reasonable and adequate return to the Anti-Ballistic Missle Treaty which it signed with the U.S.S.R. in 1972, enabling the United States to unleash its superior technology and achieve the perfect anti-ballistic missile before the Russians.

Finally, it would enable the United States to develop a "checkmate" weapon to complement its current pledge of "first use" to deter Soviet aggression in Western Europe. In every case of the same kind in the "dunce pack" deployment makes perfect and logical sense. The MX missile, the "Peacekeeper," will assure that this country will prosper in unquestioned peace throughout the next century and ensure that Russian language courses will stink out of the grade schools and high schools of the nation, and keep in our universities' language departments because it belongs.

With apologies to Jonathan Swift and thanks to former President Kennedy, I believe that the communist-inspired "dunce pack" that will give the U.S. support to the sacrifice of reasonable and adequate return to the Anti-Ballistic Missle Treaty which it signed with the U.S.S.R. in 1972, enabling the United States to unleash its superior technology and achieve the perfect anti-ballistic missile before the Russians.

Finally, it would enable the United States to develop a "checkmate" weapon to complement its current pledge of "first use" to deter Soviet aggression in Western Europe. In every case of the same kind in the "dunce pack" deployment makes perfect and logical sense. The MX missile, the "Peacekeeper," will assure that this country will prosper in unquestioned peace throughout the next century and ensure that Russian language courses will stink out of the grade schools and high schools of the nation, and keep in our universities' language departments because it belongs.
NFL players to vote on contract today

NEW YORK (AP) — One of the player representatives who opposed the tentative contract that ended the National Football League strike predicts the league's 1,500 players will vote to strike again by a 2-to-1 margin. The 28 player representatives voted today to recommend that the rank-and-file ratify the five-year, 816 million agreement reached and refiled therefor.

"I would expect the membership to vote against the same way," said Mark Murphy, a Washington Redskins executive who is a member of the union's executive committee. He was one of the nine players who voted against it.

According to Ed Garvey, executive director of the union, each team's vote, assembled and counted by its player rep, must be reported to the union's headquarters in Washington, D.C., by 6 p.m., local time, today.

That means West Coast teams have until 9:50 p.m. EST to call in their results. The players have the option of voting to approve or reject or of abstaining. If they vote to reject the contract, the league has the option of striking her in another go on strike or offer to continue playing.

Jack Izzo, chief negotiator for the owners, has said that if the players reject the contract, the league will look at the possibility of moving the team's position on the make-up game, expanded playoff field and bonus money, all of which would provide bigger paychecks for the players this year.

AP Top 20

The Observer will accept classifications Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifications to appear in the next issue must be approved by 3 p.m. on the business day prior to insertion. All classifications must be prepaed either in person or through the mail.

TheObserver
Walker heads All-American list

NEW YORK (AP) — Georgia tail-
back Herschel Walker, the Heisman
Trophy winner, and Nebraska cen-
ter Dave Rimington, who captured
the Outland Trophy, were among six
players named yesterday to
the Associated Press All-America
college football team for 1982.
Walker, a 6-foot-1, 220-pound
junior who is coming back from
the sport's all-time rushing leader next
season, and Andrew Zavagnin of Michi-
gan's game breaking wide receiver, were
named to the All-America team
for the third year in a row.
Rimington, two-time winner of
the Outland Trophy as the nation's top
lineman, made the All-America
team for the second year in a row.
The other repeaters are defensive
end Billy Ray Smith of Arkansas
and defensive back Terry Kinard of
Clemson and Mike Richardson of
Arkansas State.
Joining Walker in the backfield
are Stanford quarterback John Elway
and Southern Methodist tailback
Eric Dickerson. The rest of the of-
fensive unit consists of tight end
Gordon Hudson of Brigham Young.

Notre Dame senior linebacker
Mark Zavagnin was a third-team
choice on the Associated Press
All-America team named yester-
day. Zavagnin, an inside-captain
from Evergreen Park, Ill., led the
team with 11 tackles, seven
right end and Tony Hunter and senior
placekicker Mike Johnson rated
honorable-mention. Hunter, from
Cincinnati, caught a team-
leading 52 passes Johnson, who
set Notre Dame records by hitting
19 field goals and by connecting on
his first 15 attempts accurately, is a senior from
Rochester, N.Y.
The 1983 team is the first AP
All-America team since
1963 without a Notre Dame
player on the first or second
teams.

Belles finish second in tournameant

By DAVE IRWIN
Sports Writer

"You've come a long way baby" was the rallying cry of the women's
movement in the 1970's.
That saying could apply to the
Saint Mary's basketball team as it
surged Belgium College, 115-55, in
the Goshen College Classic Saturday
afternoon after dropping a 68-58
decision to Franklin College, which
won the Division II national
championship in 1980, in the opening
night of the Classic Friday night.
The Belles (2-3) will be in action
against St. Mary-of-the-Woods
tomorrow at Anderson Athletic Facility
beginning at 4 p.m.
"We're improving so much," says
four-year coach Mike Rouse. "I never
thought we'd be this far at the end of
the year."
Teresa McGinnis led six Saint
Mary's players in double figures with
18 points. Mary Van Orsdel added 17
and Trista Noland and Elaine Szaich
chipped in 16 each. Chip Ayotte,
rebonding from a knee injury,
totaled 13 and Cindy Short pumped
in 10 as the Belles set a team record
for most points scored in a game.
Saint Mary's best headlights on
Wednesday, 71-01, to give Rouse his
season-high in points per game. Through
the season, Nolan averages in double
figures for most points scored in a game.

Presumably the Satellite Presentation of THE WHO S TORONTO CONCERT
Fri., Dec. 17 - 10 p.m. - Stepan Center

Featuring - Student Tickets $4.00
Tix available at SU Record Store

A Campus Entertainment Network Presentation
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Hoosiers

"Hopefully we'll be able to get
by Fairfield and Dartmouth (Saturday's
opponent) tonight. Then I don't want
them to touch a basketball for a week. I'll
give them some time to study for
their finals."
Phelps may be concerned about
his players' GPAs, but not their
basketball knowledge. This week's
crash course took care of that.

FREE ITEMS — Just what were
Knight and Phelps discussing in
their conversations at half-court last
night? "We were talking about
that's about it...Indiana shot 56 percent for
the game."

Swimmers

continued from page 12

Phelps, "but we have also
the atmosphere.

150-metre breaststroke
respectability of

Phelps, "but we have also
the atmosphere.

150-metre breaststroke
respectability of

continued from page 12

where they will
with a winning time of 2:04.55.
Other Irish first place finishers
were Al Harding in the 200-yard
day, one of the 4x 43
docking of Western Michigan
Freshman Blaise Harding and Dan
Flynn were double winners for the
Irish. Harding won the 200 yard
t ime of 2:04.54. Flynn was victorious in
the 200 yard butterfly with a time of
1:59.55. Flynn and Harding teamed
with Glenn Bantle and Greg Boblan
in the 400 yard medley relay
time of 3:46.81.
Swimmer Tim Boblan set a new

www.who.com/toronto/recorrt/with
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Doonesbury

Simon

Aspirin Man

Garry Trudeau

Jeb Cashin

David J. Adams

T.V. Tonight

The Student Union Academic Commission Presents:
One of America's Most Important Political Columnists

Richard Reeves

"The American Journey"

A retracing of de Toqueville's 1831 tour of the U.S. to find out how democracy is working

Thursday Dec. 9, 1982 8:00 p.m.
Library Auditorium

Senior Bar

This Wed. Nite at Senior Bar

Imported Canadian Beer Nite

doors open at 9:30
By CHRIS NEEDLES

**Kentucky taught them how to shoot from the outside.** UCLA taught them how to keep their composure in the closing seconds of a tight game.

And, last night, Bobbi Knight taught them just about everything else.

Or so it seemed, as Knight’s squad — ranked Indiana Hoosiers put on a clinic of point defense, aggressive defense and clutch foul shooting to defeat Notre Dame, 68-52, before a lethargic 11,445 at the Joyce Center.

For the Irish, it was their third straight loss to a Top Ten opponent, and dropped them under .500 for the first time this season at 2-5.

No doubt about it — this week was a “learning experience” for Dagger Phelps’ youthful Irish. But by last night’s second half, after they were forced to deal with a tenacious defense that held them to 39 percent shooting, the Irish looked like they had just learned through a three-hour lecture.

“People said it was going to be fun,” said Phelps. “I would have liked to have won one or two of these games, but that you have to be realistic. To have won tonight, we would have had to do most things to perfection.”

“Indiana just had excellent execution at both ends of the floor. They’re very unselfish and credit them for taking us out of our game plan.”

Notre Dame’s game plan was to go down low to freshman Tim Kempton in hopes of duplicating his 17-point performance against UCLA. But last night, there were ways John Paxson.

Kempton, however, was forced to the bench just four minutes into the game with three fouls, rendering him to an ineffective five points, one rebound and four turnovers in 19 minutes.

Paxson, meanwhile, showed some of the effects of the knee injury that forced him to sit out practice on Sunday and Monday. Paxson was also bothered by a pain in his neck — namely, by Hoosier senior guard Tony Brown, who played “human shadow” and held the senior All-American to an uncharacteristic 5-of-16, 10-point performance.

“Pax just wasn’t himself tonight,” said Phelps. “He hadn’t practiced in a couple of days, and he looked a little tired. His shooting was off a little bit. His rebounding was off a little bit. He was fouled on about five of them.”

“Brown did a good job of staying with Paxson,” said Knight, who won his seventh game in nine tries against Phelps. “He also did well to stay out of foul trouble.”

Paxson’s as good a guard as there is in the country. You don’t defend John Paxson. He’s a helluva ball-handler.

The Irish, despite their hardships, came out 20-25 at halftime, thanks to 12 points by senior Bill Varner. But after what must have been a tedious tongue-lashing by Knight at halftime, came out and played a second half worthy of the highlight film.

The Hoosiers hit 10 of 15 from the floor after intermission, many of them coming on perfectly executed back-door layups, and then sank 22 of 30 free throws down the stretch to ice the game. Indiana also out-rebounded Notre Dame, 21-10, in the final 20 minutes.

“They’re a veteran team,” said Phelps. “They have at least five seniors last night. And that’s what helps them. A couple of their guys (Randy Wittman and Ted Kitchel) are fifth-year seniors, and their experience helped.”

Paxson did make his presence felt on the defensive end, as he held Wit­mann to 12 points, below his average. But Kitchel (17 points) and center Steve Bouche (10 points) helped pick up the slack. The three frontliners also combined for four rebounds and did not miss a single foul shot between them in 20 tries.

On the bright side for Notre Dame, freshman guard Joseph Price scored a career high 19 points while, committing just one turnover. “He played well in his last 44 minutes,” said Knight.

By THERON ROBERTS

**Freshman Cochilo wins the triple**

**ND swimmers split against Western Michigan**

By MIKE RICCARDI

**Swimmers make headway against Western Michigan**

**Defense-minded Broncos**

**Women face road test at WMU**

By BYRNE DRAHOS
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**Observations:**

**Sports**

**Hoosiers win, 68-52**

**IU defense stops Paxson, Irish**

**By CHRIS NEEDLES**

Sports Editor

- Kentucky taught them how to shoot from the outside.
- UCLA taught them how to keep their composure in the closing seconds of a tight game.
- And, last night, Bobbi Knight taught them just about everything else.
- Or so it seemed, as Knight’s squad—ranked Indiana Hoosiers put on a clinic of point defense, aggressive defense and clutch foul shooting to defeat Notre Dame, 68-52, before a lethargic 11,445 at the Joyce Center.
- For the Irish, it was their third straight loss to a Top Ten opponent, and dropped them under .500 for the first time this season at 2-5.
- No doubt about it — this week was a “learning experience” for Dagger Phelps’ youthful Irish. But by last night’s second half, after they were forced to deal with a tenacious defense that held them to 39 percent shooting, the Irish looked like they had just learned through a three-hour lecture.
- “People said it was going to be fun,” said Phelps. “I would have liked to have won one or two of these games, but that you have to be realistic. To have won tonight, we would have had to do most things to perfection.”
- “Indiana just had excellent execution at both ends of the floor. They’re very unselfish and credit them for taking us out of our game plan.”
- Notre Dame’s game plan was to go down low to freshman Tim Kempton in hopes of duplicating his 17-point performance against UCLA. But last night, there were ways John Paxson.
- Kempton, however, was forced to the bench just four minutes into the game with three fouls, rendering him to an ineffective five points, one rebound and four turnovers in 19 minutes.
- Paxson, meanwhile, showed some of the effects of the knee injury that forced him to sit out practice on Sunday and Monday. Paxson was also bothered by a pain in his neck—namely, by Hoosier senior guard Tony Brown, who played “human shadow” and held the senior All-American to an uncharacteristic 5-of-16, 10-point performance.
- “Pax just wasn’t himself tonight,” said Phelps. “He hadn’t practiced in a couple of days, and he looked a little tired. His shooting was off a little bit. His rebounding was off a little bit. He was fouled on about five of them.”
- “Brown did a good job of staying with Paxson,” said Knight, who won his seventh game in nine tries against Phelps. “He also did well to stay out of foul trouble.”
- Paxson’s as good a guard as there is in the country. You don’t defend John Paxson. He’s a helluva ball-handler.
- The Irish, despite their hardships, came out 20-25 at halftime, thanks to 12 points by senior Bill Varner. But after what must have been a tedious tongue-lashing by Knight at halftime, came out and played a second half worthy of the highlight film.
- The Hoosiers hit 10 of 15 from the floor after intermission, many of them coming on perfectly executed back-door layups, and then sank 22 of 30 free throws down the stretch to ice the game. Indiana also out-rebounded Notre Dame, 21-10, in the final 20 minutes.
- “They’re a veteran team,” said Phelps. “They have at least five seniors last night. And that’s what helps them. A couple of their guys (Randy Wittman and Ted Kitchel) are fifth-year seniors, and their experience helped.”
- Paxson did make his presence felt on the defensive end, as he held Wit­mann to 12 points, below his average. But Kitchel (17 points) and center Steve Bouche (10 points) helped pick up the slack. The three frontliners also combined for four rebounds and did not miss a single foul shot between them in 20 tries.
- On the bright side for Notre Dame, freshman guard Joseph Price scored a career high 19 points while, committing just one turnover. “He played well in his last 44 minutes,” said Knight.

By THERON ROBERTS

**The Notre Dame men’s and women’s swimming teams managed one victory in a doubleheader yester­day against Western Michigan.**

The Western Michigan men’s team emerged with a 173-123 victory over the Irish men but the Broncos’ women’s team defeated Notre Dame, 191-69.

In the women’s meet, the Irish captured nine first places, but could only achieve a single 1-2 finish in contrast. Western Michigan had 12 firsts in five events. Simply stated, the Irish lost decisively.

The outstanding swimmer of the evening for Notre Dame was senior Vani­nette Cochillo. She won three events, tying the 100-yard individual medley, the 200-yard IM, and was part of the victorious 200-yard medley relay. In addition to her victories, she set new pool records in the 100-yard IM (1:05.05), and 200-yard IM (2:19.27). Junior Gina Gambula established a new varsity standard in the 50-yard butterfly, with a winning time of 28.45 seconds. The team also did well to stay out of foul trouble.

Paxson’s as good a guard as there is in the country. You don’t defend John Paxson. He’s a helluva ball-handler.

The Irish, despite their hardships, came out 20-25 at halftime, thanks to 12 points points by senior Bill Varner. But after what must have been a tedious tongue-lashing by Knight at halftime, came out and played a second half worthy of the highlight film.

For the game, Paxson had 10 of 15 from the floor and the Irish scored a total of four three-pointers as they cruised to a 21-10 victory in the final 20 minutes.

“They’re a veteran team,” said Phelps. “They have at least five seniors last night. And that’s what helps them. A couple of their guys (Randy Wittman and Ted Kitchel) are fifth-year seniors, and their experience helped.”

Paxson did make his presence felt on the defensive end, as he held Wit­mann to 12 points, below his average. But Kitchel (17 points) and center Steve Bouche (10 points) helped pick up the slack. The three frontliners also combined for four rebounds and did not miss a single foul shot between them in 20 tries.

On the bright side for Notre Dame, freshman guard Joseph Price scored a career high 19 points while, committing just one turnover. “He played well in his last 44 minutes,” said Knight.

By MIKE RICCARDI

**Women face road test at WMU**

Defensive-minded Broncos

**Women face road test at WMU**

By BYRNE DRAHOS